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Tectum Verlag Jul 2006, 2006. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - Robots are already leaving
the factory halls and are quite literally setting foot onto public places, offices and even our homes.
Great efforts are being put into the research about making human-robot interaction easier and in
equipping robots with some human traits that even include emotions. Where will humans place
those artificial beings Will they be granted a place in human society Will humans welcome them
What might be behind Japan's 'Robot Kingdom' and what may the human-robot future hold for us
This book traces the history of human-made artificial entities, life-imitating automata and robots,
as they are described in Eastern and Western mythology and literature, and were finally put to 'life'
through mechanics and engineering. It will also try to explain Japan's playful enthusiasm and
Germany's pragmatic approaches when it comes to developing and promoting robot technology.
What might be behind Japan's 'Robot Kingdom' and what may the human-robot future hold for us
Sociology and robotics represent complementary sciences, where both can learn from each other:
why do today's robots still have problems with tasks that seem so simple to humans. Maybe it is the
aspect of socio-cultural embeddedness...
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It is great and fantastic. It can be writter in easy phrases and never hard to understand. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you request me).
-- Michel Ha lvor son-- Michel Ha lvor son

This publication is indeed gripping and exciting. I could comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. I am easily could possibly get
a delight of looking at a composed pdf.
-- Lynn Lindg r en-- Lynn Lindg r en
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